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15+ UK Law Firms Uphold Their Commitment to
Diversifying Leadership By Achieving Mansfield UK Certification

– UK law firms earn Mansfield Certification by successfully creating more
inclusive processes to increase diversity in firm leadership –

SAN FRANCISCO (10 October 2023) — Diversity Lab announced today that more than 15 UK
law firms have achieved 2022-2023 Mansfield UK Certification, a structured process designed
to create inclusive leadership opportunities for all qualified lawyers. The Mansfield framework
broadens talent pools and facilitates transparent advancement pathways, while ensuring
accountability through the annual certification process.

The Certified UK firms added Mansfield’s tactical, data-driven approach to their existing
diversity and inclusion infrastructures to expand talent pools and add transparency to
advancement tracks. They considered broad slates of qualified talent for leadership roles that
include at least 30% women lawyers, underrepresented racial and ethnic lawyers, LGBTQ+
lawyers, and lawyers with disabilities. As part of the Certification process, these firms also
worked hard to enhance clarity and access to information around leadership roles,
advancement processes, and compensation policies.

This framework has been proven to accelerate the process of diversifying legal leadership.
Data shows that early adopter American firms—Mansfield launched in the U.S. and Canada in
2017—are diversifying their leadership at roughly double the rate of non-Mansfield firms.

“Diversity Lab is proud to be a strategic partner to Mansfield UK firms as they continue to build
inclusive teams,” said Alyssa Jarvis, Director of Mansfield & Strategic Innovations at Diversity
Lab. “We’re thrilled to celebrate their accomplishments from the past year, while also
acknowledging there is still much work to do.”

More than half of the Mansfield UK firms opted into Mansfield Certification Plus, a designation
reserved for firms that voluntarily measure the outcomes of their inclusive systems on an
annual basis, and have achieved positive results.

“Our certification process has never been more challenging. But these firms saw an
opportunity to leverage Mansfield’s science-driven framework to push themselves to do even
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more to build an inclusive environment and build a diverse leadership team,” said Caren Ulrich
Stacy, CEO of Diversity Lab. “We’re so proud to collaborate with them.”

Join Diversity Lab in congratulating the 2022-2023 Mansfield Certified UK law firms listed
below. These firms have demonstrated their dedication to learn together, work together, and
create a more inclusive legal profession together.

Certified Mansfield UK Firms
*Indicates certified firms that achieved Certification Plus Metrics

Allen & Overy* Gowling WLG

Bird & Bird Hogan Lovells*

Bryan Cave* Kennedys*

Clifford Chance* Mayer Brown International

Clyde & Co* McDermott Will & Emery

Cooley Reed Smith*

Dechert* Taylor Wessing*

DLA Piper* Thompsons Solicitors*

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer* Womble Bond Dickinson

“We are immensely proud to have achieved this recognition. We see the huge value that
diversity brings to our firm, and we are always looking for ways to keep learning from our
people as we continue to build the firm of the future.”

Wim Dejonghe, Senior Partner at Allen & Overy

###

About Diversity Lab:We envision a world where the leaders are as diverse as the workforces
and communities they represent. For more details, visit www.diversitylab.com.

Our Work: Diversity Lab designs, tests, and measures the outcomes of science-based and
data-driven talent practices that allow for fair and equal access to advancement opportunities.

Our Focus: Our primary focus is on leaders in law, since they often rise to positions of
influence in government, boardrooms, courtrooms, and beyond. The more diverse our
leadership, the more inclusive and equitable the decisions for the benefit of the entire
workforce and society.

Our Impact: Inclusion is the goal, greater diversity—in leadership and beyond—is the
outcome.
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